AT&T Fiber Overview

What is

AT&T Fiber?

AT&T Fiber is our premium, ultra-fast Internet platform.
♦

AT&T Fiber Internet is our 100% fiber optic cable network

♦

Delivers Internet speeds up to 1 gigabit per second

♦

Over 20 times faster than the average cable customer

♦

Speed you need for all your devices

♦

Bundling options with cutting-edge TV and voice service

Construction Materials & Process: Hand-hole Terminal Box

Investing
in Georgia
AT&T has buried over

1,700 miles

of

facilities in 2016;
extending ultra-high
speed, AT&T Fiber services
to over 300,000
Georgians.

AT&T Fiber Pre-build Notification Process

Residents in AT&T Fiber upgrade areas are alerted prior to the arrival of AT&T
authorized construction teams...

3 months prior

1 month prior

1 week prior

Communication sent to HOA
leadership or management
team via email and/or USPS

Residents receive
construction notification and
helpful contact information
via USPS

Each residence is provided a
construction notification
door hanger with helpful
contact information

AT&T Fiber Build On-site Notification
AT&T branded Yard-signs are
placed at the entrance and exit of
neighborhoods to alert residents of
construction efforts underway.

Construction teams are supplied with

Informational Flyers
for residents with product inquiries.

Construction Materials & Process: Hand-hole Terminal Box

Hand-hole boxes are used to house cable and
service wire terminal material underground. Two sizes are available
for use: 10” x 15” (cover size) or 17” x 30” (cover size)

This is a view looking down on the grass where the hand-hole cover will be
flush in the ground. When construction is complete, the cover is all that will
remain visible.

Construction Materials & Process: Missile (aka “Stitch”) Bore Overview

Equipment –Pneumatic Piercing Tools allow boring between small pits.
The rigid object that the worker is placing in the ground is called a "missile“
which is powered by a large air compressor on a trailer.

Benefits - It is a preferred method because of the minimal surface
disruption and restoration required.

Pit information

- Bore pits are dug by hand, measure
approximately 12"x 36“ and 30" to 40" deep (dependent on local government
guidelines), and are spaced approximately 20' to 30' apart.
The sod is cut and carefully laid back if possible to restore the same grass. If the
sod is not reusable, we will purchase new sod to replace the old.
Process - The missile is laid into the open pit. When air pressure is
applied, it allows the missile to "hammer" its way to the next pit.

HOA Notification Example

Direct Mail Example

Direct Mail Example

Door Hanger Example

